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QUARTERLY MARKET UPDATE - FOR BUYERS, SELLERS, AND INVESTORS 

 

Residential and Commercial real estate ended Q2 with some fireworks!  The new normal in residential is responding quickly to 
severely diminished supply and abundant demand.  Commercial real estate is also responding to market forces. In the multi-
family segment limited supply with robust investor demand is compressing cap rates to the low 5%.  Industrial is impacted by 
increased logistics and distribution space requirements generated by the pandemic affecting the supply chain as B2B and B2C 
businesses grow and adapt to meet the new demand.  This all translates into good news from job, income, and population growth 
in our State.  The fundamental risk to this positive trend is housing affordability, which is currently above the national average, 
but threatened as market forces have pushed the median price of a single-family home to $400,000. 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET IN 60 SECONDS 
KEY STATISTICS – Single-family homes:   
Active Listings: 5,595, 70% below a normal level of 15,000.    
Listings Under Contract: 10,900, below normal because of reduced supply, but following seasonal trends. 
Sales:  43,755 units, up 21.9% YOY. 
Sales Volume: $21BN in the first 6-months topping 2018-2020 average for 12-months of about $13 BN.  
 
LUXURY MARKET:   Still a great time to sell, but also, with the right strategy and guidance, an opportunity to purchase or trade-
up for a premium property.   However, best of class properties are commanding premiums above the list price.  For example, at 
$3M and above, over 17% of the sales have been an average if $90k over list, so seller concessions are limited.   At the lower end 
of $1M and up, 33% of the sales have closed at least $50k above the list price.  New inventory is under construction in Phoenix, 
Paradise Valley and Scottsdale in the $1M - $5M+ ranges, so buyers should be looking to benefit from this increased supply of 
premium product. 
 
 

LUXURY LAND OPPORTUNITIES:  Call me if you are interested in luxury living on acreage with privacy, security, and views!  Large 
parcels some with spectacular homes, many with no HOA. From 20 to 70-acre estates and/or acreage currently available in Cave 
Creek. 
 
BUYERS:  
There is no crying in buying…but it can be very disappointing in the crazy market we are navigating!  I sense a softening in the 
buyer demand even as mortgage rates hover around 3%.   Some Buyers are taking unreasonable risks to secure a contract in my 
opinion, offering substantial sums above the list price, waiving property inspections and more dangerous, waiving or even 
guaranteeing a price against a low appraisal.   
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This risk is manifesting in the form of post close litigation and increased ethics complaints filed with Arizona realtor associations 
and the Arizona Department of Real Estate.  Buyers discover major problems with the home that were discoverable had they hired 
an inspector.   Defective contract language attempting to waive the appraisal or guarantee can create a situation where the buyer 
must invest substantial additional funds above the appraised value.  This is showing up with chaos and cancelled contracts as 
appraisers issue lower than expected valuations, perhaps erring on the side of caution in a market with prices rising 2%-3% per 
month. Paying substantially above the appraisal also indicates a price that is probably above replacement cost and warrants 
buyer caution.    
 

My suggestion for my buyers is to be patient and allow the market to cool a bit. Then make offers based on comps and 
fundamentals.  I use my experience and insight to remain patient and wait for opportunistic purchases for my Buyers to win 
contracts! 
 
SELLERS:  
 

A great time to sell with homes under $1M commanding a $12k-25K premium above list on over 50% of the closings. The peril for 
sellers is to pay attention to the market as it starts to cool, and price adjust as needed to complete a sale this year.  Also, carefully 
review any appraisal related language added to a purchase contract to make sure a low appraisal does not require acceptance of 
the lower-than-expected selling price.  Recent litigations have exposed this reality of a poorly worded additional appraisal clause. 
 

If you want to sell to move-up or right-size, a new option that might be a good fit if this is your situation is the Knock home swap 
program.  See my comments on this below. 
 

KNOCK Home Swap Program: 
Sellers under $750k have plenty of equity, but the move-up is extremely challenging because if they sell, can they find that new 
move-up home?   A startup called KNOCK launched a Home Swap program to address this challenge.  They provide a no interest 
bridge loan against existing equity to allow sellers to make non-contingent offers on a new property.  The program provides up 
to $25,000 towards making the home to be sold market ready and competitive.  It will also advance up to 6 months of loan 
payments on the home to be sold.  The seller can buy, move and then have up to 6 months to sell.   I am certified to assist with 
this program, so if the stress of selling and buying concurrently has kept you from entering the market, just call me for details.  
This program works up to a purchase price of $750k.   
 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY – COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET IN 60 SECONDS 
 

Multi-family:  International investors are now showing strong interest in multi-family assets, which is adding price pressure caused 
by insatiable domestic demand.  Cap rates are compressing to 5% and below.  There is also a severe shortage in smaller multi-
family units in the 2 – 12-unit range.  10,000 units are in the pipeline for delivery this year, primarily targeting the high-end rental 
market.   Build-for-rent communities are also being developed by major homebuilders to expand revenues and address the high 
level of private equity and institutional investment capital seeking single-family rental units. 
 

Medical Office:  Fractures in the healthcare system and supply chain have manifested because of the pandemic.  This is driving 
expansion in the medical office rental and sales markets and practitioners expand and innovate to meet the challenges and 
opportunities created.  Medical office rents and sales prices are both increasing in response and are expected to continue at above 
normal levels into the foreseeable future. 
 

Office:  As companies begin to deal with employees returning to work, major restructuring is underway, with many companies 
embracing remote workers as fundamental to future operations.   This has created a robust sub-lease market as businesses seek 
to off-load excess office space.   Excess office space is also beginning to find its way as repurposed multi-family with whole office 
buildings being redeveloped as residential.     
 

Industrial:  This segment is expanding in three directions.  First, logistics and distribution are absorbing millions of square feet 
primarily in the west, southwest and southeast valley.  Recently announced TSMC semiconductor fab plant in north Phoenix near 
the I-17 corridor and Anthem will also expand the need for logistics and distribution just to support the supply chain vendors for 
the $12B plant.  Second, data centers are consuming hundreds of acres of land with associated structures and infrastructure as 
companies like Microsoft and Amazon expand cloud-based services to serve an expanding global market.  Third, small and mid-
sized multi-tenant space is being absorbed by businesses moving into the area from CA, UT, CO, and IL.         

 

Retail:  Portions of the traditional retail segment have collapsed and will not return.  Regional malls are closing to be redeveloped 
and revitalized and mixed-use properties offering residential, office, retail, hospitality, recreation, and employment venues.  
Paradise Valley Mall and Metro Center Mall are examples of this metamorphosis, perhaps expedited by the pandemic.   That said, 
retail is adapting, and existing space is being absorbed with new entrepreneurial offerings forged in response opportunities 
identified during the pandemic.  
 

Land: “BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!” Homebuilders continue to purchase available inventory in the expanding southeast, southwest 
and northwest markets.  Recent strength in the luxury home segment is bringing new investment and builders to Phoenix, Paradise 
Valley and Scottsdale.   Homebuilders are also purchasing available lots to create whole subdivisions as Build-to-Rent 
communities.  
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SOURCES: Michael Orr, The Cromford Report, The Information Market, Phoenix Business Journal, The Rose Law Group /Belfiore – Dealmaker 
                                                          ARMLS - the most accurate and comprehensive Arizona Real Estate Statistics and Data available 

If you want to opt-out of this Quarterly Market Update, click here info@skarphol.com and type REMOVE in subject line. 
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